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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING IMAGE SIGNAL

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method and apparatus for processing a video signal.
A method for decoding an image signal according to an
embodiment of the present invention comprises the steps
of: for a current block having a width and a height different
from each other, determining a modified intra prediction
mode from an intra prediction mode, on the basis of a
ratio between the width and the height of the current block

and the intra prediction mode; determining an inverse
non-separable transform set on the basis of the modified
intra prediction mode; and applying an inverse non-sep-
arable transform matrix selected from the inverse
non-separable transform set with respect to the top-left
region of the current block, which is determined accord-
ing to the width and the height of the current block.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a method and apparatus for processing a video signal and, more particularly,
to a method and apparatus for encoding or decoding a video signal to which a transform in which a wide angle intra
prediction mode is considered is applied.

[Background Art]

[0002] Compression encoding means a series of signal processing techniques for transmitting digitized information
through a communication line or storing information in a form suitable for a storage medium. Media including a video,
an image, an audio, etc. may be a target for compression encoding. In particular, a technique for performing compression
encoding on an image is referred to as image compression.
[0003] Next generation image content will have characteristics of high spatial resolution, a high frame rate and high
dimensionality of a scene representation. In order to process such content, a drastic increase in memory storage, a
memory access rate and processing power will result.
[0004] Accordingly, it is necessary to design a coding tool for efficiently processing next-generation image content. In
particular, an image codec standard after the high efficiency image coding (HEVC) standard, together with a prediction
technology having higher accuracy, requires an efficient transform technology for transforming an image signal in a
spatial domain into a signal in a frequency domain.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0005] There is a need for a method and apparatus for providing an effective transform technology according to a
prediction mode along with a prediction scheme having higher accuracy.
[0006] Accordingly, embodiments of the present disclosure are intended to provide an image signal processing method
and apparatus for providing a transform capable of supporting a prediction mode having high accuracy.
[0007] Furthermore, embodiments of the present disclosure provide an image signal processing method and apparatus
for providing a transform capable of supporting an efficient prediction mod through the derivation of a low frequency
non-separable transform into which a wide angle intra prediction mode has been incorporated.
[0008] Technical objects to be achieved by the present disclosure are not limited to the aforementioned objects, and
other technical objects not described above may be clearly understood by those skilled in the art to which the present
disclosure pertains from the following description.

[Technical Solution]

[0009] A method of decoding an image signal according to an embodiment of the present disclosure includes deter-
mining a modified intra prediction mode of a current block having a different width and height from an intra prediction
mode, based on a ratio between the width and height of the current block and the intra prediction mode, determining an
inverse non-separable transform set based on the modified intra prediction mode, and applying an inverse non-separable
transform matrix, selected from the inverse non-separable transform set, to a top-left region of the current block deter-
mined based on the width and height of the current block.
[0010] Furthermore, determining the modified intra prediction mode may include determining, as the modified intra
prediction mode, a value obtained by adding 65 to the intra prediction mode when the width is greater than the height,
and the intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than a first reference value.
[0011] Furthermore, the first reference value may be set to 8 when a ratio of the width of the current block divided by
the height is smaller than or equal to 2, and the first reference value may be set to 12 when the ratio of the width of the
current block divided by the height is greater than 2.
[0012] Furthermore, determining the modified intra prediction mode may include determining, as the modified intra
prediction mode, a value obtained by subtracting 67 from the intra prediction mode when the width is smaller than the
height, and the intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to a second reference value and is smaller than or equal to 66.
[0013] Furthermore, the second reference value may be set to 61 when the ratio of the height of the current block
divided by the width is smaller than or equal to 2, and the second reference value may be set to 57 when the ratio of
the height of the current block divided by the width is greater than 2.
[0014] Furthermore, determining the inverse non-separable transform set may include determining an index of the
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inverse non-separable transform set corresponding to the modified intra prediction mode.
[0015] Furthermore, the index may be determined as a first index value when the modified intra prediction mode is
greater than or equal to 0 and smaller than or equal to 1, the index may be determined as a second index value wherein
when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and smaller than or equal to 12, the index may be
determined as a third index value when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 13 and smaller
than or equal to 23, the index may be determined as a fourth index value when the modified intra prediction mode is
greater than or equal to 24 and smaller than or equal to 44, the index may be determined as the third index value when
the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 45 and smaller than or equal to 55, the index may be
determined as the second index value when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 56, and the
index may be determined as the second index value when the modified intra prediction mode is smaller than 0.
[0016] An apparatus for decoding an image signal according to another embodiment of the present disclosure includes
a memory storing the image signal and a processor coupled to the memory and configured to process the image signal,
wherein the processor is configured to determine a modified intra prediction mode of a current block having a different
width and height based on a ratio between the width and height of the current block and an intra prediction mode,
determine an inverse non-separable transform set based on the modified intra prediction mode, and apply an inverse
non-separable transform matrix, selected from the inverse non-separable transform set, to a top-left region of the current
block determined based on the width and height of the current block.
[0017] Furthermore, the processor may be configured to determine, as the modified intra prediction mode, a value
obtained by adding 65 to the intra prediction mode when the width is greater than the height and the intra prediction
mode is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than a first reference value.
[0018] Furthermore, the processor may be configured to determine, as the modified intra prediction mode, a value
obtained by subtracting 67 from the intra prediction mode when the width is smaller than the height, and the intra
prediction mode is greater than or equal to a second reference value and is smaller than or equal to 66.
[0019] Furthermore, the processor may be configured to determine an index of the inverse non-separable transform
set corresponding to the modified intra prediction mode.
[0020] Furthermore, the index may be determined as a first index value when the modified intra prediction mode is
greater than or equal to 0 and smaller than or equal to 1, the index may be determined as a second index value wherein
when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and smaller than or equal to 12, the index may be
determined as a third index value when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 13 and smaller
than or equal to 23, the index may be determined as a fourth index value when the modified intra prediction mode is
greater than or equal to 24 and smaller than or equal to 44, the index may be determined as the third index value when
the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 45 and smaller than or equal to 55, the index may be
determined as the second index value when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 56, and the
index may be determined as the second index value when the modified intra prediction mode is smaller than 0.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0021] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a transform matrix capable of supporting a prediction
mode having high accuracy can be designed.
[0022] Furthermore, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure, prediction accuracy can be increased and
the design complexity of a transform matrix can be reduced by deriving a low frequency non-separable transform which
incorporates a wide angle intra prediction mode.
[0023] Effects which may achieved by the present disclosure are not limited to the aforementioned effects, and other
effects and advantages of the present disclosure will be more clearly understood by a person skilled in the art to which
the present disclosure pertains from the following description.

[Description of Drawings]

[0024] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide further understanding of the present disclosure
and constitute a part of the detailed description, illustrate embodiments of the present disclosure and serve to explain
technical features of the present disclosure together with the description.

FIG. 1 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a schematic block diagram of an
encoder in which the encoding of an image signal is performed.
FIG. 2 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a schematic block diagram of a
decoder in which the decoding of an image signal is performed.
FIG. 3 illustrates embodiments to which the present disclosure may be applied, wherein FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D
are diagrams for describing block division structures based on a quadtree, a binary tree, a ternary tree, and an
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asymmetric tree, respectively.
FIGS. 4 and 5 are embodiments to which the present disclosure is applied, wherein FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic
block diagram of transform and quantization units and inverse quantization unit and inverse transform units within
the encoder, and FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic block diagram of inverse quantization and inverse transform units
within the decoder.
FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate examples of tables for determining a transform type in a horizontal direction and vertical
direction for each prediction mode.
FIG. 7 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart illustrating an encoding
process performed by Multiple Transform Selection (MTS).
FIG. 8 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart illustrating a decoding process
in which MTS is performed.
FIG. 9 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart for describing a process of
encoding an MTS flag and an MTS index.
FIG. 10 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart for illustrating a decoding
process of applying a horizontal transform or a vertical transform to a row or column based on an MTS flag and an
MTS index.
FIG. 11 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a flowchart in which an inverse
transform is performed based on a transform-related parameter.
FIG. 12 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a table illustrating that a transform set
is assigned to each intra-prediction mode in a non-separable secondary transform (NSST).
FIG. 13 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a calculation flow diagram for
Givens rotation.
FIG. 14 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates one round configuration in a
4x4 NSST composed of a Givens rotation layer and permutations.
FIG. 15 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a block diagram for describing operations
of a forward reduced transform and an inverse reduced transform.
FIG. 16 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a diagram illustrating a process of
performing an inverse scan from a 64-th to a 17-th according to an inverse scan order.
FIG. 17 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a flowchart in which an image
signal is encoded through a primary transform and a secondary transform.
FIG. 18 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a flowchart in which an image
signal is decoded through an inverse secondary transform and an inverse primary transform.
FIG. 19 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of an intra prediction
mode configuration composed of 67 modes.
FIG. 20 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping table
for 67 intra prediction modes of 35 intra prediction modes.
FIG. 21 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example in which two wide
angle modes have been additionally configured in the 35 intra prediction modes.
FIG. 22 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example in which 10 wide
angle modes have been additionally configured in the 35 intra prediction modes.
FIG. 23 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of an index mapping
table between added wide angle modes in the 35 intra prediction modes and the 67 intra prediction modes.
FIGS. 24 and 25 are embodiments to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrate examples of an intra
prediction for a non-square block.
FIG. 26 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of an order in which
pixels are arranged when a two-dimensional block is changed into a one-dimensional vector, wherein FIG. 26a
illustrates an example of a row-first order, and FIG. 26b illustrates an example of a column-first order.
FIG. 27 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping table
between 35 transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 27a illustrates an example of a case where
a transform set is symmetrically assigned to each wide angle mode, FIG. 27b illustrates an example of a case where
a No. 2 transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes, and FIG. 27c illustrates an example of a case where the
same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
FIG. 28 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping table
between 10 transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 28a illustrates an example of a case where
a No. 2 transform set is assigned to each wide angle mode, and FIG. 28b illustrates an example of a case where
the same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
FIG. 29 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping table
between six transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 29a illustrates an example of a case where
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a No. 2 transform set is assigned to each wide angle mode, and FIG. 29b illustrates an example of a case where
the same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
FIG. 30 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping table
between four transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 30a illustrates an example of a case where
a No. 2 transform set is assigned to each wide angle mode, and FIG. 30b illustrates an example of a case where
the same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
FIG. 31 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a flowchart in
which the encoder performs a transform by considering wide angle intra prediction (WAIP).
FIG. 32 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a flowchart in
which the decoder performs a transform by considering WAIP.
FIG. 33 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates another example of a flowchart
in which the decoder performs a transform by considering WAIP.
FIG. 34 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a block diagram
of an image processing apparatus.
FIG. 35 illustrates an example of an image coding system in an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied.
FIG. 36 illustrates an example of an image streaming system in an embodiment to which the present disclosure is
applied.

[Mode for Invention]

[0025] Reference will now be made in detail to embodiments of the present disclosure, examples of which are illustrated
in the accompanying drawings. A detailed description to be disclosed below together with the accompanying drawing
is to describe exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure and not to describe a unique embodiment for carrying
out the present disclosure. The detailed description below includes details to provide a complete understanding of the
present disclosure. However, those skilled in the art know that the present disclosure may be carried out without the details.
[0026] In some cases, in order to prevent a concept of the present disclosure from being ambiguous, known structures
and devices may be omitted or illustrated in a block diagram format based on core function of each structure and device.
[0027] Further, although general terms widely used currently are selected as the terms in the present disclosure as
much as possible, a term that is arbitrarily selected by the applicant is used in a specific case. Since the meaning of the
term will be clearly described in the corresponding part of the description in such a case, it is understood that the present
disclosure will not be simply interpreted by the terms only used in the description of the present disclosure, but the
meaning of the terms should be figured out.
[0028] Specific terminologies used in the description below may be provided to help the understanding of the present
disclosure. Furthermore, the specific terminology may be modified into other forms within the scope of the technical
concept of the present disclosure. For example, a signal, data, a sample, a picture, a frame, a block, etc may be properly
replaced and interpreted in each coding process.
[0029] In the present disclosure, a ’processing unit’ refers to a unit on which encoding/decoding process such as
prediction, transform and/or quantization is performed. The processing unit may also be interpreted as the meaning
including a unit for a luminance component and a unit for a chrominance component. For example, the processing unit
may correspond to a block, a coding unit (CU), a prediction unit (PU) or a transform unit (TU).
[0030] The processing unit may also be interpreted as a unit for a luminance component or a unit for a chrominance
component. For example, the processing unit may correspond to a coding tree block (CTB), a coding block (CB), a
prediction unit (PU) or a transform block (TB) for the luminance component. Alternatively, the processing unit may
correspond to a CTB, a CB, a PU or a TB for the chrominance component. The processing unit is not limited thereto
and may be interpreted as the meaning including a unit for the luminance component and a unit for the chrominance
component.
[0031] In addition, the processing unit is not necessarily limited to a square block and may be configured in a polygonal
shape having three or more vertexes.
[0032] In the present disclosure, a pixel is commonly called a sample. In addition, using a sample may mean using a
pixel value or the like.
[0033] FIG. 1 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a schematic block diagram
of an encoder in which the encoding of an image signal is performed.
[0034] Referring to FIG. 1, the encoder 100 may be configured to include an image division unit 110, a transform unit
120, a quantization unit 130, a inverse quantization unit 140, an inverse transform unit 150, a filtering unit 160, a decoded
picture buffer (DPB) 170, an inter-prediction unit 180, an intra-prediction unit 185, and an entropy encoding unit 190.
[0035] The image division unit 110 may divide an input image (or picture or frame) input into the encoder 100 into one
or more processing units. For example, the processing unit may be a Coding Tree Unit (CTU), a Coding Unit (CU), a
Prediction Unit (PU), or a Transform Unit (TU). In the following description, a transform unit (TU), that is, a unit on which
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a transform is performed is collectively referred to as a transform block.
[0036] However, the terms are only used for the convenience of description of the present disclosure and the present
disclosure is not limited to the definition of the terms. In addition, in the present disclosure, for the convenience of the
description, the term coding unit is used as a unit used in encoding or decoding an image signal, but the present disclosure
is not limited thereto and may be appropriately interpreted according to the present disclosure.
[0037] The encoder 100 subtracts a prediction signal output from the inter-prediction unit 180 or the intra-prediction
unit 185 from the input image signal to generate a residual signal and the generated residual signal is transmitted to the
transform unit 120.
[0038] The transform unit 120 may generate a transform coefficient by applying a transform technique to the residual
signal. A transform process may be applied to a quadtree structure square block and a block (square or rectangle)
divided by a binary tree structure, a ternary tree structure, or an asymmetric tree structure.
[0039] The transform unit 120 may perform a transform based on a plurality of transforms (or transform combinations),
and the transform scheme may be referred to as Multiple Transform Selection (MTS). The MTS may also be referred
to as an Adaptive Multiple Transform (AMT) or an Enhanced Multiple Transform (EMT).
[0040] The MTS (or AMT or EMT) may refer to a transform scheme performed based on a transform (or transform
combinations) adaptively selected from the plurality of transforms (or transform combinations).
[0041] A plurality of transforms (or transform combinations) may be determined based on a kernel of a discrete cosine
transform (DCT) or discrete sine transform (DST) type as illustrated in FIGS. 6a and 6b of the present disclosure. In the
present disclosure, the transform type may be expressed like DCT-Type 2, DCT-II, DCT-2, DCT2, for example, and is
generally indicated as DCT-2 in the following description.
[0042] The transform unit 120 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may perform the following em-
bodiments.
[0043] The transform unit 120 may apply a forward primary transform to each of the horizontal direction and vertical
direction of a transform block including residual samples, and may apply a secondary transform based on the size of
the transform block (or current block). For example, when the size of the current block is greater than or equal to 4x4,
a non-separable secondary transform (NSST) and/or a reduced secondary transform (RST) to be described later may
be applied. In an embodiment, an NSST and/or an RST may be applied to a top-left 4x4 or 8x8 region based on the
width and height of a current block. In this document, "MxN" indicative of the size of a block (matrix) indicates the width
and height of the block. For example, if the size of a block is greater than or equal to 4x4, this means that both the width
and height of the block is greater than or equal to 4.
[0044] The quantization unit 130 may quantize the transform coefficient and transmits the quantized transform coef-
ficient to the entropy encoding unit 190 and the entropy encoding unit 190 may entropy-code a quantized signal and
output the entropy-coded quantized signal as a bit stream.
[0045] Although the transform unit 120 and the quantization unit 130 are described as separate functional units, the
present disclosure is not limited thereto and may be combined into one functional unit. The inverse quantization unit
140 and the inverse transform unit 150 may also be similarly combined into one functional unit.
[0046] A quantized signal output from the quantization unit 130 may be used for generating the prediction signal. For
example, inverse quantization and inverse transform are applied to the quantized signal through the inverse quantization
unit 140 and the inverse transform unit 1850 in a loop to reconstruct the residual signal. The reconstructed residual
signal is added to the prediction signal output from the inter-prediction unit 180 or the intra-prediction unit 185 to generate
a reconstructed signal.
[0047] Meanwhile, deterioration in which a block boundary is shown may occur due to a quantization error which
occurs during such a compression process. Such a phenomenon is referred to as blocking artifacts and this is one of
key elements for evaluating an image quality. A filtering process may be performed in order to reduce the deterioration.
Blocking deterioration is removed and an error for the current picture is reduced through the filtering process to enhance
the image quality.
[0048] The filtering unit 160 applies filtering to the reconstructed signal and outputs the applied reconstructed signal
to a reproduction device or transmits the output reconstructed signal to the decoded picture buffer 170. The inter-
prediction unit 170 may use the filtered signal transmitted to the decoded picture buffer 180 as the reference picture. As
such, the filtered picture is used as the reference picture in the inter prediction mode to enhance the image quality and
the encoding efficiency.
[0049] The decoded picture buffer 170 may store the filtered picture in order to use the filtered picture as the reference
picture in the inter-prediction unit 180.
[0050] The inter-prediction unit 180 performs a temporal prediction and/or spatial prediction in order to remove temporal
redundancy and/or spatial redundancy by referring to the reconstructed picture. In this case, since the reference picture
used for prediction is a transformed signal that is quantized and inverse quantized in units of the block at the time of
encoding/decoding in the previous time, blocking artifacts or ringing artifacts may exist.
[0051] Accordingly, the inter-prediction unit 180 may interpolate a signal between pixels in units of a sub-pixel by
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applying a low-pass filter in order to solve performance degradation due to discontinuity or quantization of such a signal.
In this case, the sub-pixel means a virtual pixel generated by applying an interpolation filter and an integer pixel means
an actual pixel which exists in the reconstructed picture. As an interpolation method, linear interpolation, bi-linear inter-
polation, wiener filter, and the like may be adopted.
[0052] An interpolation filter is applied to the reconstructed picture to enhance precision of prediction. For example,
the inter-prediction unit 180 applies the interpolation filter to the integer pixel to generate an interpolated pixel and the
prediction may be performed by using an interpolated block constituted by the interpolated pixels as the prediction block.
[0053] Meanwhile, the intra-prediction unit 185 may predict the current block by referring to samples in the vicinity of
a block which is to be subjected to current encoding. The intra-prediction unit 185 may perform the following process in
order to perform the intra prediction. First, a reference sample may be prepared, which is required for generating the
prediction signal. In addition, the prediction signal may be generated by using the prepared reference sample. Thereafter,
the prediction mode is encoded. In this case, the reference sample may be prepared through reference sample padding
and/or reference sample filtering. Since the reference sample is subjected to prediction and reconstruction processes,
a quantization error may exist. Accordingly, a reference sample filtering process may be performed with respect to each
prediction mode used for the intra prediction in order to reduce such an error.
[0054] The prediction signal generated through the inter-prediction unit 180 or the intra-prediction unit 185 may be
used for generating the reconstructed signal or used for generating the residual signal.
[0055] FIG. 2 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a schematic block diagram
of a decoder in which the decoding of an image signal is performed.
[0056] Referring to FIG. 2, the decoder 200 may be configured to include a parsing unit (not illustrated), an entropy
decoding unit 210, a inverse quantization unit 220, an inverse transform unit 230, a filtering unit 240, a decoded picture
buffer (DPB) unit 250, an inter-prediction unit 260, and an intra-prediction unit 265.
[0057] In addition, a reconstructed image signal output through the decoder 200 may be reproduced through a repro-
duction device.
[0058] The decoder 200 may receive the signal output from the encoder 100 of FIG. 1 and the received signal may
be entropy-decoded through the entropy decoding unit 210.
[0059] The inverse quantization unit 220 obtains the transform coefficient from an entropy-decoded signal by using
quantization step size information.
[0060] The inverse transform unit 230 inversely transforms the transform coefficient to obtain the residual signal.
[0061] When the size of a transform block is greater than or equal to 4x4, the inverse transform unit 230 according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure may be configured to apply an inverse non-separable secondary transform to
the transform block, separate the transform block in a horizontal and vertical direction, and apply an inverse primary
transform. For example, an inverse NSST and/or an inverse RST may be applied to a top-left 4x4 or 8x8 region based
on the width and height of a current block.
[0062] Although the dequantization unit 220 and the inverse transform unit 230 are described as separate functional
units, the present disclosure is not limited thereto and may be combined into one functional unit.
[0063] The obtained residual signal is added to the prediction signal output from the inter-prediction unit 260 or the
intra-prediction unit 265 to generate the reconstructed signal.
[0064] The filtering unit 240 applies filtering to the reconstructed signal and outputs the applied reconstructed signal
to a generation device or transmits the output reconstructed signal to the decoded picture buffer unit 250. The inter-
prediction unit 250 may use the filtered signal transmitted to the decoded picture buffer unit 260 as the reference picture.
[0065] In the present disclosure, the embodiments described in the transform unit 120 and the respective functional
units of the encoder 100 may be equally applied to the inverse transform unit 230 and the corresponding functional units
of the decoder, respectively.
[0066] FIG. 3 illustrates embodiments to which the present disclosure may be applied, FIG. 3a is a diagram for
describing a block split structure based on a quadtree (hereinafter referred to as a "QT"), FIG. 3b is a diagram for
describing a block split structure based on a binary tree (hereinafter referred to as a "BT"), FIG. 3c is a diagram for
describing a block split structure based on a ternary tree (hereinafter referred to as a "TT"), and FIG. 3d is a diagram
for describing a block split structure based on an asymmetric tree (hereinafter referred to as an "AT").
[0067] In image coding, one block may be split based on a quadtree (QT). Furthermore, one subblock split by the QT
may be further split recursively using the QT. A leaf block that is no longer QT split may be split using at least one method
of a binary tree (BT), a ternary tree (TT) or an asymmetric tree (AT). The BT may have two types of splits of a horizontal
BT (2NxN, 2NxN) and a vertical BT (Nx2N, Nx2N). The TT may have two types of splits of a horizontal TT (2Nx1/2N,
2NxN, 2Nx1/2N) and a vertical TT (1/2Nx2N, Nx2N, 1/2Nx2N). The AT may have four types of splits of a horizontal-up
AT (2Nx1/2N, 2Nx3/2N), a horizontal-down AT (2Nx3/2N, 2Nx1/2N), a vertical-left AT (1/2Nx2N, 3/2Nx2N), and a vertical-
right AT (3/2Nx2N, 1/2Nx2N). Each BT, TT, or AT may be further split recursively using the BT, TT, or AT.
[0068] FIG. 3a illustrates an example of a QT split. A block A may be split into four subblocks A0, A1, A2, and A3 by
a QT. The subblock A1 may be split into four subblocks B0, B1, B2, and B3 by a QT.
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[0069] FIG. 3b illustrates an example of a BT split. A block B3 that is no longer split by a QT may be split into vertical
BTs C0 and C1 or horizontal BTs D0 and D1. As in the block C0, each subblock may be further split recursively like the
form of horizontal BTs E0 and E1 or vertical BTs F0 and F1.
[0070] FIG. 3c illustrates an example of a TT split. A block B3 that is no longer split by a QT may be split into vertical
TTs C0, C1, and C2 or horizontal TTs D0, D1, and D2. As in the block C1, each subblock may be further split recursively
like the form of horizontal TTs E0, E1, and E2 or vertical TTs F0, F1, and F2.
[0071] FIG. 3d illustrates an example of an AT split. A block B3 that is no longer split by a QT may be split into vertical
ATs C0 and C1 or horizontal ATs D0 and D1. As in the block C1, each subblock may be further split recursively like the
form of horizontal ATs E0 and E1 or vertical TTs F0 and F1.
[0072] Meanwhile, BT, TT, and AT splits may be split together. For example, a subblock split by a BT may be split by
a TT or AT. Furthermore, a subblock split by a TT may be split by a BT or AT. A subblock split by an AT may be split by
a BT or TT. For example, after a horizontal BT split, each subblock may be split into vertical BTs or after a vertical BT
split, each subblock may be split into horizontal BTs. The two types of split methods are different in a split sequence,
but have the same finally split shape.
[0073] Furthermore, if a block is split, the sequence that the block is searched may be defined in various ways. In
general, the search is performed from left to right or from top to bottom. To search a block may mean a sequence for
determining whether to split an additional block of each split subblock or may mean a coding sequence of each subblock
if a block is no longer split or may mean a search sequence when information of another neighbor block is referred in a
subblock.
[0074] A transform may be performed for each processing unit (or transform unit) divided by a division structure, such
as FIGS. 3a to 3d. In particular, a division may be performed for each row direction and each column direction, and a
transform matrix may be applied. According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, a different transform type may
be used based on the length of a processing unit (or transform unit) in the row direction or column direction.
[0075] FIGS. 4 and 5 are embodiments to which the present disclosure is applied. FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic block
diagram of a transform and quantization unit 120/130 and a dequantization and transform unit 140/150 within the encoder,
and FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic block diagram of a dequantization and transform unit 220/230 within the decoder.
[0076] Referring to FIG. 4, the transform and quantization unit 120/130 may include a primary transform unit 121, a
secondary transform unit 122 and the quantization unit 130. The dequantization and transform unit 140/150 may include
the dequantization unit 140, an inverse secondary transform unit 151 and an inverse primary transform unit 152.
[0077] Referring to FIG. 5, the dequantization and transform unit 220/230 may include the dequantization unit 220,
an inverse secondary transform unit 231 and an inverse primary transform unit 232.
[0078] In the present disclosure, when a transform is performed, the transform may be performed through a plurality
of steps. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 4, two steps of a primary transform and a secondary transform may be
applied or more transform steps may be used according to an algorithm. In this case, the primary transform may be
referred to as a core transform.
[0079] The primary transform unit 121 may apply a primary transform on a residual signal. In this case, the primary
transform may be pre-defined in a table form in the encoder and/or the decoder.
[0080] Furthermore, combinations of several transform types (DCT-2, DST-7, DCT-8) of MTS may be used for the
primary transform. For example, a transform type may be determined as in the tables illustrated in FIGS. 6a and 6b.
[0081] The secondary transform unit 122 may apply a secondary transform to a primary-transformed signal. In this
case, the secondary transform may be pre-defined as a table in the encoder and/or the decoder.
[0082] In one embodiment, the non-separable secondary transform (NSST) may be conditionally applied to the sec-
ondary transform. For example, the NSST may be applied to only an intra prediction block, and may have a transform
set which may be applied to each prediction mode group.
[0083] In this case, the prediction mode group may be configured based on symmetry with respect to a prediction
direction. For example, since prediction mode 52 and prediction mode 16 are symmetrical based on prediction mode
34 (diagonal direction), the same transform set may be applied by forming one group. In this case, when the transform
for prediction mode 52 is applied, input data is transposed and then applied because prediction mode 52 has the same
transform set as prediction mode 16.
[0084] Meanwhile, since the symmetry for the direction does not exist in the case of a planar mode and a DC mode,
each mode has a different transform set and the corresponding transform set may include two transforms. In respect to
the remaining direction modes, each transform set may include three transforms.
[0085] The quantization unit 130 may perform quantization on a secondary-transformed signal.
[0086] The inverse quantization unit and the inverse transform unit 140/150 inversely perform the aforementioned
process, and a redundant description thereof is omitted.
[0087] FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of a dequantization unit 220 and an inverse transform unit 230 in a decoder.
[0088] Referring to FIG. 5 above, the dequantization and inverse transform units 220 and 230 may include a dequan-
tization unit 220, an inverse secondary transform unit 231, and an inverse primary transform unit 232.
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[0089] The dequantization unit 220 obtains the transform coefficient from an entropy-decoded signal by using quan-
tization step size information.
[0090] The inverse secondary transform unit 231 performs an inverse secondary transform for the transform coeffi-
cients. In this case, the inverse secondary transform represents an inverse transform of the secondary transform described
in FIG. 4.
[0091] The inverse primary transform unit 232 performs an inverse primary transform for the inverse secondary trans-
formed signal (or block) and obtains the residual signal. In this case, the inverse primary transform represents the inverse
transform of the primary transform described in FIG. 4.
[0092] In one embodiment, combinations of several transforms (DCT-2, DST-7, DCT-8) of MTS may be applied to the
primary transform. For example, a transform type may be determined as in the tables illustrated in FIGS. 6a and 6b.
[0093] FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate examples of tables for determining a transform type for a horizontal direction and a
vertical direction for each prediction mode. FIG. 6a illustrates an example of the table for determining transform types
in the horizontal/vertical direction in an intra-prediction mode. FIG. 6b illustrates an example of the table for determining
transform types for the horizontal/vertical direction in an inter-prediction mode. FIGS. 6a and 6b are examples of com-
bination tables for determining transform types, illustrates MTS combinations applied to a joint exploration model (JEM).
Another combination may also be used. For example, the table of FIG. 6b may be used for both an intra-prediction and
an inter-prediction. Examples applied to the JEM are basically described with reference to FIGS. 6a and 6b.
[0094] In the JEM, the application of MTS may become on/off in a block unit (in the case of HEVC, in a CU unit)
because a syntax element called EMT_CU_flag (or MTS_CU_flag) is introduced. That is, in the intra-prediction mode,
when MTS_CU_flag is 0, DCT-2 or DST-7 (for a 4x4 block) in the existing high efficiency image coding (HEVC) is used.
When MTS_CU_flag is 1, an MTS combination proposed in FIG. 6a is used. A possible MTS combination may be different
depending on an intra-prediction mode as illustrated in FIG. 6a. For example, a total of possible four combinations are
permitted because DST-7 and DCT-5 are used in the horizontal direction and DST-7 and DCT-8 are used in the vertical
direction, with respect to 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 modes. Accordingly, there is a need for signaling of information
on which one of the four combinations is used. One of the four combinations is selected through MTS_TU_index having
two bits. FIG. 6b illustrates MTS combinations which may be applied in an inter-prediction mode. Unlike in FIG. 6a, a
combination which is possible based on only DST-7 and DCT-8 is determined. According to an embodiment of the
present disclosure, EMT_CU_flag may be used instead of MTS_CU_flag. For example, Set 2 of FIG. 6a may be used
if an intra prediction mode is applied, and FIG. 6b may be used if an inter prediction mode is applied.
[0095] FIG. 7 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart illustrating an encoding
process in which MTS is performed.
[0096] In the present disclosure, basically, embodiments in which transforms are applied in the horizontal direction
and the vertical direction are basically described. However, a transform combination may be configured with a non-
separable transform.
[0097] Alternatively, a mixture of separable transforms and non-separable transforms may be configured. In this case,
if the non-separable transform is used, transform selection for each row/column or selection for each horizontal/vertical
direction becomes unnecessary. The transform combinations of FIG. 6a or 6b may be used only when the separable
transform is selected.
[0098] Furthermore, the methods proposed in the present disclosure may be applied regardless of a primary transform
or a secondary transform. That is, there are no limitations in applying the methods to only any one of a primary transform
or a secondary transform, and the methods may be applied to both a primary transform and a secondary transform. In
this case, the primary transform may mean a transform for first transforming a residual block. The secondary transform
may mean a transform for applying a transform to a block generated as a result of the primary transform. According to
an embodiment of the present disclosure, when the size of a transform block is greater than or equal to 4x4, a secondary
transform may be applied to the top-left 4x4 or 8x8 region of the transform block based on the width and height of the
transform block.
[0099] First, the encoder 100 may determine a transform configuration group corresponding to a current block (S710).
In this case, the transform configuration group may be composed of combinations, such as FIGS. 6a and 6b.
[0100] The encoder may perform a transform on available candidate transform combinations within the transform
configuration group (S720).
[0101] As a result of the execution of the transform, the encoder may determine or select a transform combination
having the smallest rate distortion (RD) cost (S730).
[0102] The encoder may encode a transform combination index corresponding to the selected transform combination
(S740).
[0103] FIG. 8 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart illustrating a decoding
process in which MTS is performed.
[0104] First, the decoder 200 may determine a transform configuration group for a current block (S810). The decoder
200 may parse (or obtain) a transform combination index from an image signal. In this case, the transform combination
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index may correspond to one of a plurality of transform combinations within the transform configuration group (S820).
For example, the transform configuration group may include DST-4, DCT-4, DST-7 and DCT-8. The transform combi-
nation index may be called an MTS index. In an embodiment, the transform configuration group may be configured
based on at least one of a prediction mode, a block size or a block shape of the current block.
[0105] The decoder 100 may derive a transform combination corresponding to a transform combination index (S830).
In this case, the transform combination may be composed of a horizontal transform and a vertical transform, and may
include at least one of DCT-2, DST-7 or DCT-8. Furthermore, the transform combinations described with reference to
FIG. 6a or 6b may be used for the transform combination. That is, in the present disclosure, a configuration based on
another transform combination according to another embodiment is possible.
[0106] The decoder 100 may perform an inverse transform on the current block based on the derived transform
combination (S840). If the transform combination is configured with a row (horizontal) transform and a column (vertical)
transform, after the row (horizontal) transform is first applied, the column (vertical) transform may be applied, but the
present disclosure is not limited thereto. If the transform combination is configured in an opposite way or configured with
non-separable transforms, a non-separable transform may be applied.
[0107] In an embodiment, if a vertical transform or a horizontal transform is DST-7 or DCT-8, an inverse transform of
DST-7 or an inverse transform of DST-8 may be applied for each column, and then applied for each row. Furthermore,
in the vertical transform or the horizontal transform, a different transform may be applied for each row and/or for each
column.
[0108] In an embodiment, a transform combination index may be obtained based on an MTS flag indicating whether
MTS is performed. That is, the transform combination index may be obtained only when MTS is performed based on
an MTS flag. Furthermore, the decoder 100 may check whether the number of non-zero coefficients is greater than a
threshold value. In this case, the transform combination index may be obtained only when the number of non-zero
coefficients is greater than the threshold value.
[0109] In an embodiment, the MTS flag or the MTS index may be defined in at least one level of a sequence, a picture,
a slice, a block, a coding unit, a transform unit, or a prediction unit.
[0110] In an embodiment, an inverse transform may be applied only when both the width and height of a transform
unit are 32 or less.
[0111] Meanwhile, in another embodiment, the process of determining the transform configuration group and the
process of parsing the transform combination index may be simultaneously performed. Alternatively, step S810 may be
pre-configured in the encoder 100 and/or the decoder 200 and omitted.
[0112] FIG. 9 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart for describing a process
of encoding an MTS flag and an MTS index.
[0113] The encoder 100 may determine whether MTS is applied to a current block (S910).
[0114] If the MTS is applied, the encoder 100 may encode the MTS flag = 1 (S920).
[0115] Furthermore, the encoder 100 may determine an MTS index based on at least one of a prediction mode,
horizontal transform, or vertical transform of the current block (S930). In this case, the MTS index means an index
indicative of any one of a plurality of transform combinations for each intra-prediction mode, and the MTS index may be
transmitted for each transform unit.
[0116] When the MTS index is determined, the encoder 100 may encode the MTS index determined at step S930
(S940).
[0117] Meanwhile, if the MTS is not applied, the encoder 100 may encode MTS flag = 0 (S950).
[0118] FIG. 10 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a flowchart for illustrating a decoding
process of applying a horizontal transform or a vertical transform to a row or column based on an MTS flag and an MTS
index.
[0119] The decoder 200 may parse an MTS flag from a bit stream (S1010). In this case, the MTS flag may indicate
whether MTS is applied to a current block.
[0120] The decoder 200 may check whether the MTS is applied to the current block based on the MTS flag (S1020).
For example, the decoder 200 may check whether the MTS flag is 1.
[0121] When the MTS flag is 1, the decoder 200 may check whether the number of non-zero coefficients is greater
than (or equal to or greater than) a threshold value (S1030). For example, the threshold value for the number of transform
coefficients may be set to 2. The threshold value may be set based on a block size or the size of a transform unit
[0122] When the number of non-zero coefficients is greater than the threshold value, the decoder 200 may parse an
MTS index (S1040). In this case, the MTS index means an index indicative of any one of a plurality of transform com-
binations for each intra-prediction mode or each inter-prediction mode. The MTS index may be transmitted for each
transform unit. Furthermore, the MTS index may mean an index indicative of any one transform combination defined in
a pre-configured transform combination table. In this case, the pre-configured transform combination table may mean
the tables of FIG. 6a or 6b, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0123] The decoder 100 may derive or determine a horizontal transform and a vertical transform based on at least
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one of the MTS index or a prediction mode (S1050). Furthermore, the decoder 100 may derive a transform combination
corresponding to the MTS index. For example, the decoder 100 may derive or determine a horizontal transform and a
vertical transform corresponding to the MTS index.
[0124] Meanwhile, when the number of non-zero coefficients is not greater than the threshold value, the decoder 200
may apply a pre-configured vertical inverse transform for each column (S1060). For example, the vertical inverse trans-
form may be an inverse transform of DST-7. Furthermore, the vertical inverse transform may be an inverse transform
of DST-8
[0125] Furthermore, the decoder may apply a pre-configured horizontal inverse transform for each row (S1070). For
example, the horizontal inverse transform may be an inverse transform of DST-7. Furthermore, the horizontal inverse
transform may be an inverse transform of DST-8.
[0126] That is, when the number of non-zero coefficients is not greater than the threshold value, a transform type pre-
configured in the encoder 100 or the decoder 200 may be used. For example, not a transform type defined in a transform
combination table, such as FIG. 6a or 6b, but a transform type (e.g., DCT-2) which is commonly used may be used.
[0127] Meanwhile, when the MTS flag is 0, the decoder 200 may apply a pre-configured vertical inverse transform for
each column (S1080). For example, the vertical inverse transform may be an inverse transform of DCT-2.
[0128] Furthermore, the decoder 200 may apply a pre-configured horizontal inverse transform for each row (S1090).
For example, the horizontal inverse transform may be an inverse transform of DCT-2. That is, when the MTS flag is 0,
a transform type pre-configured in the encoder or the decoder may be used. For example, not a transform type defined
in a transform combination table, such as FIG. 6a or 6b, but a transform type which is commonly used may be used.
[0129] FIG. 11 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a flowchart in which an
inverse transform is performed based on a transform-related parameter.
[0130] The decoder 200 to which the present disclosure is applied may obtain sps_mts_intra_enabled_flag or
sps_mts_inter_enabled_flag (S1110). In this case, sps_mts_intra_enabled_flag indicates whether tu_mts_flag is present
in a residual coding syntax a coding unit to which an intra-prediction is applied (intra-coding unit). For example, when
sps_mts_intra_enabled_flag = 0, tu_mts_flag is not present in the residual coding syntax of the intra-coding unit. When
sps_mts_intra_enabled_flag = 0, tu_mts_flag is present in the residual coding syntax of the intra-coding unit. Furthermore,
sps_mts_inter_enabled_flag indicates whether tu_mts_flag is present in a residual coding syntax of a coding unit to
which an inter-prediction is applied (inter-coding unit). For example, when sps_mts_inter_enabled_flag = 0, tu_mts_flag
is not present in the residual coding syntax of the inter-coding unit. When sps_mts_inter_enabled_flag = 0, tu_mts_flag
is present in the residual coding syntax of the inter-coding unit.
[0131] The decoder 200 may obtain tu_mts_flag based on sps_mts_intra_enabled_flag or sps_mts_inter_enabled_flag
(S1120). For example, when sps_mts_intra_enabled_flag = 1 or sps_mts_inter_enabled_flag = 1, the decoder 200 may
obtain tu_mts_flag. In this case, tu_mts_flag indicates whether MTS is applied to a residual sample of a luminance
transform unit. For example, when tu_mts_flag = 0, the MTS is not applied to a residual sample of the luminance transform
unit. When tu_mts_flag = 1, the MTS is applied to a residual sample of the luminance transform unit. At least one of
embodiments described in the present disclosure may be applied with respect to Tu_mts_flag = 1.
[0132] The decoder 200 may obtain mts_idx based on tu_mts_flag (S1130). For example, when tu_mts_flag = 1, the
decoder may obtain mts_idx. In this case, mts_idx indicates whether which transform kernel is applied to luminance
residual samples according to the horizontal and/or vertical direction of a current transform block. For example, at least
one of the embodiments of the present disclosure may be applied to mts_idx. As a detailed example, at least one of the
embodiments of FIGS. 6a and 6b, 44a, or 44b may be applied.
[0133] The decoder 200 may derive a transform kernel corresponding to mts_idx (S1140). For example, the transform
kernel corresponding to mts_idx may be divided and defined into a horizontal transform and a vertical transform.
[0134] For another example, different transform kernels may be applied to the horizontal transform and the vertical
transform, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The same transform kernel may be applied to the horizontal
transform and the vertical transform.
[0135] In an embodiment, mts_idx may be defined like Table 1.

[Table 1]

mts_idx[ x0][y0] trTypeHor trTypeVer

0 0 0

1 1 1

2 2 1

3 1 2

4 2 2
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[0136] Furthermore, the decoder 200 may perform an inverse transform based on the transform kernel derived at step
S1140 (S1150).
[0137] In FIG. 11, an embodiment in which in order to determine whether to apply MTS, tu_mts_flag is obtained,
mts_idx is obtained based on the obtained tu_mts_flag value, and a transform kernel is determined has been basically
described, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. For example, the decoder 200 may determine a transform
kernel by directly parsing mts_idx without parsing tu_mts_flag. In this case, Table 1 may be used. That is, when the
mts_idx value indicates 0, DCT-2 may be applied in the horizontal/vertical direction. When the mts_idx value indicates
a value other than 0, DST-7 or DCT-8 may be applied based on the mts_dx value.
[0138] In another embodiment of the present disclosure, a decoding process of performing a transform process is
described.
[0139] The decoder 200 may check a transform size (nTbS). In this case, the transform size (nTbS) may be a variable
indicative of a horizontal sample size of scaled transform coefficients.
[0140] The decoder 200 may check a transform kernel type (trType). In this case, the transform kernel type (trType)
may be a variable indicative of the type of transform kernel, and various embodiments of the present disclosure may be
applied. The transform kernel type (trType) may include a horizontal transform kernel type (trTypeHor) and a vertical
transform kernel type (trTypeVer).
[0141] Referring to Table 1, the transform kernel type (trType) may indicate DCT-2 when it is 0, may indicate DST-7
when it is 1, and may indicate DCT-8 when it is 2.
[0142] The decoder 200 may perform a transform matrix multiplication based on at least one of a transform size (nTbS)
or a transform kernel type.
[0143] For another example, when the transform kernel type is 1 and the transform size is 4, a previously determined
transform matrix 1 may be applied when a transform matrix multiplication is performed.
[0144] For another example, when the transform kernel type is 1 and the transform size is 8, a previously determined
transform matrix 2 may be applied when a transform matrix multiplication is performed.
[0145] For another example, when the transform kernel type is 1 and the transform size is 16, a previously determined
transform matrix 3 may be applied when a transform matrix multiplication is performed.
[0146] For another example, when the transform kernel type is 1 and the transform size is 32, a previously defined
transform matrix 4 may be applied.
[0147] Likewise, when the transform kernel type is 2 and the transform size is 4, 8, 16, and 32, previously defined
transform matrices 5, 6, 7, and 8 may be applied, respectively.
[0148] In this case, each of the previously defined transform matrices 1 to 8 may correspond to any one of various
types of transform matrices. For example, the transform matrices of types illustrated in FIG. 6 may be applied.
[0149] The decoder 200 may derive a transform sample based on a transform matrix multiplication.
[0150] The embodiments may be used, but the present disclosure is not limited thereto. The above embodiment and
other embodiments of the present disclosure may be combined and used.
[0151] FIG. 12 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a table illustrating that a transform
set is assigned to each intra-prediction mode in an NSST.
[0152] The secondary transform unit 122 may apply a secondary transform to a primary transformed signal. In this
case, the secondary transform may be pre-defined as a table in the encoder 100 and/or the decoder 200.
[0153] In an embodiment, an NSST may be conditionally applied to the secondary transform. For example, the NSST
is applied only in the case of an intra-prediction block, and may have an applicable transform set for each prediction
mode group.
[0154] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, when the size of a transform block is greater than or
equal to 4x4, the NSST may be applied to the top-left 4x4 or 8x8 region of the transform block based on the width and
height of the transform block.
[0155] In this case, the prediction mode group may be configured based on symmetry for a prediction direction. For
example, a prediction mode 52 and a prediction mode 16 are symmetrical to each other with respect to a prediction
mode 34 (diagonal direction), and thus may form one group, so the same transform set may be applied to the prediction
mode 52 and the prediction mode 16. In this case, when a transform for the prediction mode 52 is applied, input data is
transposed and applied. The reason for this is that the prediction mode 52 and the prediction mode 16 have the same
transform set.
[0156] Meanwhile, the planar mode and the DC mode have respective transform sets because symmetry for a direction
is not present. A corresponding transform set may be configured with two transforms. With respect to the remaining
direction modes, three transforms may be configured for each transform set, but the present disclosure is not limited
thereto. Each transform set may be configured with a plurality of transforms.
[0157] FIG. 13 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a calculation flow diagram
for Givens rotation.
[0158] In another embodiment, the NSST is not applied to the entire primary transformed block, but may be applied
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to only a top-left 8x8 region thereof. For example, when the size of the block is equal to or greater than 8x8, the 8x8
NSST is applied. When the size of the block is less than 8x8, the 4x4 NSST is applied. In this case, after the block is
divided into 4x4 blocks, the 4x4 NSST may be applied to each of the 4x4 blocks. According to an embodiment of the
present disclosure, when the size of a transform block is greater than or equal to 4x4, the NSST may be applied to only
the top-left 4x4 region of the transform block.
[0159] As another embodiment, even in the case of 4 x N / N x 4 (N >= 16), the 4 x 4 NSST may be applied.
[0160] Since both the 8 x 8 NSST and the 4 x 4 NSST follow a transformation combination configuration described in
the present disclosure and are the non-separable transforms, the 8 x 8 NSST receives 64 data and outputs 64 data and
the 4 x 4 NSST has 16 inputs and 16 outputs.
[0161] Both the 8 x 8 NSST and the 4 x 4 NSST are configured by a hierarchical combination of Givens rotations. A
matrix corresponding to one Givens rotation is shown in Equation 1 below and a matrix product is shown in Equation 2
below.

[0162] As illustrated in FIG. 13 above, since one Givens rotation rotates two data, in order to process 64 data (for the
8 x 8 NSST) or 16 data (for the 4 x 4 NSST), a total of 32 or 8 Givens rotations are required.
[0163] Therefore, a bundle of 32 or 8 is used to form a Givens rotation layer. Output data for one Givens rotation layer
is transferred as input data for a next Givens rotation layer through a determined permutation.
[0164] FIG. 14 illustrates one round configuration in 4 x 4 NSST constituted by a givens rotation layer and permutations
as an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied.
[0165] Referring to FIG. 14 above, it is illustrated that four Givens rotation layers are sequentially processed in the
case of the 4 3 4 NSST. As illustrated in FIG. 14 above, the output data for one Givens rotation layer is transferred as
the input data for the next Givens rotation layer through a determined permutation (i.e., shuffling).
[0166] As illustrated in FIG. 14 above, patterns to be permutated are regularly determined and in the case of the 4 x
4 NSST, four Givens rotation layers and the corresponding permutations are combined to form one round.
[0167] In the case of the 8 x 8 NSST, six Givens rotation layers and the corresponding permutations form one round.
The 4 x 4 NSST goes through two rounds and the 8 x 8 NSST goes through four rounds. Different rounds use the same
permutation pattern, but applied Givens rotation angles are different. Accordingly, angle data for all Givens rotations
constituting each transform need to be stored.
[0168] As a last step, one permutation is further finally performed on the data output through the Givens rotation layers,
and corresponding permutation information is stored separately for each transform. In forward NSST, the corresponding
permutation is performed last and in inverse NSST, a corresponding inverse permutation is applied first on the contrary
thereto.
[0169] In the case of the inverse NSST, the Givens rotation layers and the permutations applied to the forward NSST
are performed in the reverse order and rotation is performed by taking a negative value even for an angle of each Givens
rotation.
[0170] Furthermore, according to an embodiment, the NSST may be substituted with a reduced secondary transform
(RST) to be described hereinafter.
[0171] FIG. 15 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a block diagram for describing
operations of a forward reduced transform and an inverse reduced transform.

Reduced Secondary Transform (RST)

[0172] Assuming that an orthogonal matrix indicative of one transform has an NxN form, a reduced transform (here-
inafter referred to as an "RT") leaves only R of N transform basis vectors (R < N). A matrix for a forward RT for generating
a transform coefficient is given as in Equation 3 below.
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[0173] A matrix for an inverse RT is a transpose matrix of the forward RT matrix. The application of the forward RT
and the inverse RT is diagrammed like FIG. 15.
[0174] Assuming that an RT is applied to a top-left 8x8 block of a transform block that has experienced a primary
transform, the RT may be named an 8x8 reduced secondary transform (8x8 RST).
[0175] Assuming that an R value in Equation 3 is 16, a forward 8x8 RST has a 16x64 matrix form, and an inverse 8x8
RST has a 64x16 matrix form.
[0176] Furthermore, the same transform set configuration as that in FIG. 12 may be applied to an 8x8 RST. That is,
a corresponding 8x8 RST may be applied based on the transform set in FIG. 12.
[0177] As an embodiment, in FIG. 12, assuming that one transform set is composed of two or three transforms according
to an intra prediction mode, one of a maximum of four transforms including a case where a secondary transform is not
applied may be configured to be selected. In this case, the one transform may be considered as an identity matrix.
[0178] If indices 0, 1, 2, and 3 are assigned to four transforms, respectively, a corresponding transform may be
designated by signaling a syntax element called an NSST index for each transform block. That is, in the case of an
NSST, an 8x8 NSST may be designated with respect to an 8x8 top-left block based on an NSST index. In an RST
configuration, the 8x8 RST may be designated. Furthermore, in this case, a No. 0 index may be assigned as an identity
matrix, that is, a case where a secondary transform is not applied.
[0179] If a forward 8x8 RST, such as Equation 3, is applied, 16 valid transform coefficients are generated. Accordingly,
it may be considered that 64 input data forming an 8x8 region is reduced to 16 output data. From a two-dimensional
region viewpoint, only a region of 1/4 is filled with valid transform coefficients. Accordingly, a 4x4 left-top region of FIG.
16 may be filled with 16 output data obtained by applying a forward 8x8 RST.
[0180] Furthermore, as described above, a low frequency non-separable transform (LFNST) in which a non-separable
transform is applied to a low frequency domain (e.g., the top left 4x4 region of the transform block) may be used as a
secondary transform.
[0181] FIG. 16 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and is a diagram illustrating a process of
performing an inverse scan from a 64-th to a 17-th according to an inverse scan order.
[0182] FIG. 16 illustrates that scanning is performed on a 17-th coefficient to a 64-th coefficient (in a forward scan
order) assuming that the forward scan order starts from 1. However, FIG. 16 illustrates an inverse scan and illustrates
that inverse scanning is performed on the 64-th to the 17-th.
[0183] Referring to FIG. 16, a top-left 4x4 region is a region of interest (ROI) to which a valid transform coefficient is
assigned, and the remaining regions are empted. That is, a value 0 may be assigned to the remaining regions by default.
[0184] If a valid non-zero transform coefficient is present in the ROI region of FIG. 16, this means that an 8x8 RST is
not applied. In this case, corresponding NSST index coding may be omitted.
[0185] In contrast, if a non-zero transform coefficient is not present in regions other than the ROI region of FIG. 16 (if
the 8x8 RST is applied, 0 is assigned to the regions other than the ROI), an NSST index may be coded because there
is a possibility that the 8x8 RST has been applied.
[0186] As described above, conditional NSST index coding may be performed after a residual coding process because
it is necessary to check whether a non-zero transform coefficient is present.
[0187] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, when the size of a transform block is greater than or
equal to 4x4, the NSST may be applied to a top-left 4x4 or 8x8 region of the transform block.
[0188] FIG. 17 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a flowchart in which an
image signal is encoded through a primary transform and a secondary transform.
[0189] The encoder 100 may determine (or select) a forward secondary transform based on at least one of a prediction
mode, block shape, and/or block size of the current block (S1710). In this case, a candidate for the forward secondary
transform may include at least one of the embodiments of FIGS. 6 and/or 12. Furthermore, according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure, the encoder 100 may determine the forward secondary transform by considering an intra
prediction mode modified by the application of a wide angle intra prediction mode as will be described later.
[0190] The encoder 100 may determine the best forward secondary transform through rate-distortion (RD) optimization.
The best forward secondary transform may correspond to one of a plurality of transform combinations. The plurality of
transform combination may be defined by a transform index. For example, for the RD optimization, the encoder 100
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may compare the results of all of the forward secondary transform, quantization, residual coding, etc. performed on each
candidate. In this case, an equation, such as cost = rate + λ distortion or cost = distortion + λ rate, may be used, but the
present disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0191] The encoder 100 may signal a secondary transform index corresponding to the best forward secondary transform
(S1720). In this case, other embodiments described in the present disclosure may be applied to the secondary transform
index.
[0192] For example, the transform set configuration of FIG. 12 may be used as the secondary transform index. One
transform set is composed of 2 or 3 transforms according to an intra prediction mode. Accordingly, the encoder 100 may
be configured to select one of a maximum of four transforms including a case where a secondary transform is not applied.
Assuming that indices 0, 1, 2, and 3 are assigned to the four transforms, respectively, the encoder 100 may designate
a transform to be applied by signaling a secondary transform index for each transform coefficient block. In this case, the
encoder 100 may assign the index 0 as an identity matrix, that is, a case where a secondary transform is not applied.
Furthermore, the secondary transform index may be composed like an index mapping table for a case where a wide
angle intra prediction mode is applied, as illustrated in FIGS. 27a to 30b.
[0193] In another embodiment, the signaling of the secondary transform index may be performed in any one step of
1) prior to residual coding, 2) during residual coding (after the coding of the last non-zero transform coefficient location),
or 3) after residual coding. The embodiments are specifically described as follows.

1) A method of signaling a secondary transform index prior to residual coding

[0194] The encoder 100 may determine a forward secondary transform.
[0195] The encoder 100 may code a secondary transform index corresponding to the forward secondary transform.
[0196] The encoder 100 may code a location of the last non-zero transform coefficient.
[0197] The encoder 100 may perform residual coding on syntax elements other than the location of the last non-zero
transform coefficient.

2) A method of signaling a secondary transform index during residual coding

[0198] The encoder 100 may determine a forward secondary transform.
[0199] The encoder 100 may code a location of the last non-zero transform coefficient.
[0200] If a non-zero transform coefficient is not located in a specific region, the encoder 100 may code a secondary
transform index corresponding to the forward secondary transform. In this case, the specific region indicates the remaining
regions other than a location where the non-zero transform coefficient may be present when transform coefficients are
disposed according to scan order if a reduced secondary transform is applied, but the present disclosure is not limited
thereto.
[0201] The encoder 100 may perform residual coding on syntax elements other than the location of the last non-zero
transform coefficient.

3) A method of signaling a secondary transform index after residual coding

[0202] The encoder 100 may determine a forward secondary transform.
[0203] The encoder 100 may code a location of the last non-zero transform coefficient.
[0204] The encoder 100 may perform residual coding on syntax elements other than the location of the last non-zero
transform coefficient.
[0205] If the non-zero transform coefficient is not located in a specific region, the encoder 100 may code a secondary
transform index corresponding to the forward secondary transform after residual coding. In this case, the specific region
indicates the remaining regions other than the location where the non-zero transform coefficient may be present when
transform coefficients are disposed according to scan order if a reduced secondary transform is applied, but the present
disclosure is not limited thereto.
[0206] Meanwhile, the encoder 100 may perform a forward primary transform on the current block (residual block)
(S1730). In this case, step S1710 and/or step S1720 may be similarly applied to the forward primary transform.
[0207] The encoder 100 may perform a forward secondary transform on the current block using the best forward
secondary transform (S1740). For example, the forward secondary transform may be a reduced secondary transform.
The reduced secondary transform means a transform in which N residual data (Nx1 residual vector) is inputted and L
(L<N) transform coefficient data (Lx1 transform coefficient vector) is output.
[0208] In an embodiment, the reduced secondary transform may be applied to a specific region of the current block.
For example, when the current block is NxN, the specific region may mean a top-left N/2xN/2 region, but the present
disclosure is not limited thereto. The specific region may be differently configured based on at least one of a prediction
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mode, a block shape, or a block size. For example, when the current block is NxN, the specific region may mean a top-
left MxM region (M≤N). Furthermore, a non-separable transform (low frequency non-separable transform) may be applied
to at least some region (e.g., a top left 4x4 region) corresponding to a low frequency domain of a transform block, as a
secondary transform.
[0209] Meanwhile, the encoder 100 may generate a transform coefficient block by performing quantization on the
current block (S1750).
[0210] The encoder 100 may generate a bit stream by performing entropy encoding on the transform coefficient block.
[0211] FIG. 18 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates a flowchart in which an
image signal is decoded through an inverse secondary transform and an inverse primary transform.
[0212] The decoder 200 may obtain a secondary transform index from a bit stream (S1810). In this case, other
embodiments described in the present disclosure may be applied to the secondary transform index. For example, the
secondary transform index may include at least one of the embodiments of FIGS. 6a, 6b and/or 12. Furthermore, the
secondary transform index may be determined based on the index mapping table illustrated in FIGS. 27a to 30b.
[0213] In another embodiment, the step of obtaining the secondary transform index may be performed in any one step
of 1) prior to residual decoding, 2) during residual decoding (after the decoding of the location of a transform coefficient
not the last 0), or 3) after residual decoding.
[0214] The decoder 200 may derive a secondary transform corresponding to the secondary transform index (S1820).
In this case, a candidate for the secondary transform may include at least one of the embodiments of FIGS. 6 and/or 12.
[0215] In this case, steps S1810 and S1820 are embodiments, and the present disclosure is not limited thereto. For
example, the decoder 200 may derive a secondary transform based on at least one of a prediction mode, a block shape,
and/or a block size of the current block without obtaining a secondary transform index.
[0216] Meanwhile, the decoder 200 may obtain a transform coefficient block by entropy decoding the bit stream, and
may perform inverse quantization on the transform coefficient block (S1830).
[0217] The decoder 200 may perform an inverse secondary transform on the inverse-quantized transform coefficient
block (S1840). For example, the inverse secondary transform may be a reduced secondary transform. The reduced
secondary transform means a transform in which N residual data (Nx1 residual vector) is input and L (L<N) transform
coefficient data (Lx1 transform coefficient vector) is output.
[0218] In an embodiment, the reduced secondary transform may be applied to a specific region of a current block. For
example, when the current block is NxN, the specific region may mean a top-left N/2xN/2 region, but the present disclosure
is not limited thereto. The specific region may be differently configured based on at least one of a prediction mode, a
block shape, or a block size. For example, when the current block is NxN, the specific region may mean a top-left MxM
region (M≤N) or MxL (M≤N, L≤N).
[0219] Furthermore, a non-separable transform (low frequency non-separable transform) applied to a low frequency
domain (e.g., a top left 4x4 region) of a transform block including inverse-quantized transform coefficients may be applied
as an inverse secondary transform.
[0220] Furthermore, the decoder 200 may perform an inverse primary transform on the inverse secondary transformed
results (S1850).
[0221] The decoder 200 generates a residual block through step S1850, and generates a reconstruction block by
adding the residual block and a prediction block.
[0222] Hereinafter, a method and apparatus for performing an efficient transform while improving more prediction
accuracy by considering a wide angle intra prediction mode in the aforementioned process of determining a secondary
transform (or an inverse secondary transform) are described.
[0223] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure to be described later relate to a still image or moving image
encoding/decoding method and apparatus, and more particularly, to secondary transform set mapping for a wide angle
mode when wide angle intra prediction (WAIP) is applied and a method and apparatus for applying a secondary transform
upon a change into a wide angle mode due to WAIP.
[0224] An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a method and apparatus for allocating a secondary transform
set to a wide angle mode when WAIP is applied.
[0225] Furthermore, an embodiment of the present disclosure provides a method and apparatus for applying a corre-
sponding secondary transform by transposing transform input data (or without transposing transform input data) based
on a changed prediction direction when the prediction direction is changed because a condition in which WAIP is applied
is satisfied.
[0226] Embodiments of the present disclosure can improve compression performance by applying a suitable secondary
transform set to each wide angle mode according to the application of a wide angle intra prediction mode and arranging
input data based on the wide angle mode, when encoding or decoding a still image or a moving image.
[0227] Hereinafter, a non-separable transform described hereinafter may correspond to the aforementioned low fre-
quency non-separable transform (LFNST), non-separable secondary transform (NSST), and/or reduced secondary trans-
form (RST).
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[0228] FIG. 19 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of an intra
prediction mode configuration composed of 67 modes.
[0229] An intra (within a frame) prediction method (intra prediction) includes a planar mode and a DC mode, that is,
non-directional prediction modes, and a plurality of directional prediction modes having respective directions. The existing
image compression standard (e.g., HEVC) uses 35 intra prediction modes. 33 of the 35 intra prediction modes correspond
to directional prediction modes. In a versatile image coding (WC) standard or JEM that is now being discussed, 67 intra
prediction modes are now considered or used. The 67 intra prediction modes include a planar mode, a DC mode, and
65 directional intra prediction modes. A configuration of the 67 intra prediction modes may be represented like FIG. 19.
[0230] In FIG. 19, portions indicated by solid-line arrows correspond to the existing 35 intra prediction modes, and
portions indicated by dotted-line arrows correspond to added directional intra prediction modes.
[0231] FIG. 20 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping
table for 67 intra prediction modes of 35 intra prediction modes.
[0232] The mapping of indices of the existing 35 intra prediction modes to the indices of the 67 intra prediction modes
may be configured like FIG. 20.
[0233] As in FIG. 20, in the 67 mode configurations, a No. 0 index and a No. 1 index correspond to a planar mode
and a DC mode, respectively. Hereinafter, in this document, a case where intra prediction is configured by the 35 intra
prediction modes is referred to as a "35 mode" or a "35 mode configuration." A case where intra prediction is configured
by the 67 intra prediction modes is referred to as a "67 mode" or a "67 mode configuration."
[0234] FIG. 21 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example in which two
wide angle modes have been additionally configured in the 35 intra prediction modes.
[0235] An example of wide angle intra prediction described through an embodiment of the present disclosure may be
the same as FIG. 21. FIG. 21 illustrates an example of a case where in the 35 mode configuration, two wide angle modes
35 and 36 are added in the right direction after the No. 34 mode.
[0236] FIG. 22 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example in which 10
wide angle modes have been additionally configured in the 35 intra prediction modes.
[0237] FIG. 22 illustrates an example of a case where 5 wide angle modes are added in a lower direction and 5 wide
angle modes are added in an upper direction in the 35 mode. The modes added in the lower direction have indices of
-1, -2, -3, -4, and -5 from the top, and the modes added in the upper direction have indices of 35, 36, 37, 38, and 39
from the left. In the 67 mode, 10 modes may be added in each of lower and upper sides along with the modes added
in the 35 mode. In this case, the lower 10 modes may have indices of -1, -2, ..., -10, and the upper 10 modes may have
indices of 67, 68, ..., 76 indices. A mapping table between the 35 mode and the 67 mode for the added modes may be
configured as illustrated in FIG. 23.
[0238] FIG. 23 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of an index
mapping table between added wide angle modes in the 35 intra prediction modes and the 67 intra prediction modes.
[0239] Indices corresponding to wide angle modes not included in FIG. 23, in the 67 mode, are -1, -3, -5, -7, -9, 67,
69, 71, 73, and 75. The indices may be present between Nos. 2 and -2, between Nos. -2 and -4, between Nos. -4 and
-6, between Nos. -6 and -8, between Nos. -8 and -10, between Nos. 66 and 68, between Nos. 68 and 70, between Nos.
70 and 72, between Nos. 72 and 74, and between Nos.74 and 76, respectively, on the basis of the 67 mode.
[0240] According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, if a specific condition is satisfied, a modified intra
prediction mode (wide angle intra prediction mode) may be used instead of a specific intra prediction mode. For example,
prediction using a No. 35 mode instead of the No. 2 mode on the basis of the 35 mode may be performed.
[0241] If the width (horizontal length of a transform block (or a transform unit) is written as nWidth and the height
(vertical length) thereof is written as nHeight, the index of the intra prediction mode (predModeIntra) may be changed
like Table 2.

[0242] A condition in which a modified intra prediction mode according to the application of a wide angle intra prediction
mode according to Table 2 is used and a configuration of an index of the modified intra prediction mode are as follows.

(a) When a ratio of a width of a transform block divided by a height (nWidth/nHeight) is smaller than or equal to 2,

[Table 2]

When nWidth is not equal to nHeight, predModelntra is mapped as follows:
- (a) if nWidth/nHeight <= 2 and 2 <= predModelntra <= 4, predModelntra = predModelntra + 33
- (b) if nWidth/nHeight > 2 and 2 <= predModeIntra <= 6, predModelntra = predModelntra + 33
(c) if nHeight/nWidth <= 2 and 32 <= predModelntra <= 34, predModelntra = predModelntra 35
- (d) if nHeight/nWidth > 2 and 30 <= predModeIntra <= 34, predModeIntra = predModeIntra - 35
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and an index of an intra mode (predModelntra) is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than or equal to 4
(nWidth/nHeight<=2 and 2<=predModeIntra<=4), an index of a modified intra prediction mode is set as a value
obtained by adding 33 to the index of the intra prediction mode(predModelntra = predModeIntra+33).

(b) When the ratio of the width of the transform block divided by the height (nWidth/nHeight) is greater than 2, and
the index of the intra mode (predModeIntra) is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than or equal to 6
(nWidth/nHeight>2 and 2<=predModeIntra<=6), the index of the modified intra prediction mode is set as a value
obtained by adding 33 to the index of the intra prediction mode(predModeIntra = predModeIntra+33).

(c) When the ratio of the height of the transform block divided by the width (nHeight/nWidth) is smaller than or equal
to 2, and the index of the intra mode (predModelntra) is greater than or equal to 32 and is smaller than or equal to
34 (nHeight/nWidth<=2 and 32<=predModeIntra<=34), the index of the modified intra prediction mode is set as a
value obtained by subtracting 35 from the index of the intra prediction mode (predModeIntra = predModelntra-35).

(d) When the ratio of the height of the transform block divided by the width (nHeight/nWidth) is greater than 2, and
the index of the intra mode (predModeIntra) is greater than or equal to 30 and is smaller than or equal to 34
(nHeight/nWidth>2 and 30<=predModeIntra<=34), the index of the modified intra prediction mode is set as a value
obtained by subtracting 35 from the index of the intra prediction mode (predModelntra = predModelntra-35).

[0243] In Table 2, with respect to the cases of (c) and (d), the modified intra prediction mode has a negative number.
-1 is assigned in a downward direction right under the No. 2 mode on the basis of FIG. 22, and an index value is decreased
toward the lower side one by one.
[0244] A condition in which a modified intra prediction mode is used according to the application of a wide angle intra
prediction mode on the basis of the 67 mode and a configuration of an index of the modified intra prediction mode may
be the same as Table 3.

(a) When a ratio of a width of a transform block divided by a height (nWidth/nHeight) is smaller than or equal to 2,
and an index of an intra mode (predModelntra) is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than or equal to 7
(nWidth/nHeight<=2 and 2<=predModeIntra<=7), an index of a modified intra prediction mode is set as a value
obtained by adding 65 to an index of an intra prediction mode (predModeIntra = predModeIntra+65).
(b) When the ratio of the width of the transform block divided by the height (nWidth/nHeight) is greater than 2, and
the index of the intra mode (predModeIntra) is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than or equal to 11
(nWidth/nHeight>2 and 2<=predModeIntra<=11), the index of the modified intra prediction mode is set as a value
obtained by adding 65 to the index of the intra prediction mode (predModelntra = predModeIntra+65).
(c) When the ratio of the height of the transform block divided by the width (nHeight/nWidth) is smaller than or equal
to 2, and the index of the intra mode (predModelntra) is greater than or equal to 61 and is smaller than or equal to
66 (nHeight/nWidth<=2 and 61 <=predModeIntra<=66), the index of the modified intra prediction mode is set as a
value obtained by subtracting 67 from the index of the intra prediction mode (predModeIntra = predModelntra-67).
(d) When the ratio of the height of the transform block divided by the width (nHeight/nWidth) is greater than 2, and
the index of the intra mode (predModeIntra) is greater than or equal to 57 and is smaller than or equal to 66
(nHeight/nWidth>2 and 57<=predModelntra<=66), the index of the modified intra prediction mode is set as a value
obtained by subtracting 67 from the index of the intra prediction mode (predModelntra = predModelntra-67).

[0245] That is, in (a) and (b) of Table 3, when the width of the transform block is greater than the height thereof, and
the intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than a first reference value, the value obtained by
adding 65 to the intra prediction mode is determined as the modified intra prediction mode. In this case, when the ratio
of the width of the transform block divided by the height is smaller than or equal to 2, the first reference value may be
set to 8 (the case (a)), and when the ratio of the width of the transform block divided by the height is greater than 2, the
first reference value may be set to 12 (the case (b)).

[Table 3]

When nWidth is not equal to nHeight, predModelntra is mapped as follows:
(a) if nWidth/nHeight <= 2 and 2 <= predModelntra <= 7, predModelntra = predModelntra + 65
- (b) if nWidth/nHeight > 2 and 2 <= predModeIntra <= 11, predModeIntra - predModeIntra + 65
- (c) if nHeight/nWidth <- 2 and 61 <= predModelntra <= 66, predModeIntra = predModelntra - 67
- (d) if nHeight/nWidth > 2 and 57 <= predModeIntra <= 66, predModeIntra = predModeIntra - 67
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[0246] Furthermore, in (c) and (d) of Table 3, when the width of the transform block is smaller than the height thereof,
and the intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to a second reference value and is smaller than or equal to 66,
the value obtained by subtracting 67 from the intra prediction mode is determined as the modified intra prediction mode.
In this case, when the ratio of the height of the transform block divided by the width is smaller than or equal to 2, the
second reference value may be set to 61 (the case (c)), and when the ratio of the width of the transform block divided
by the height is greater than 2, the second reference value may be set to 57 (the case (d)).
[0247] A case where the aforementioned wide angle intra prediction method may be advantageously applied is de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 24 and 25.
[0248] FIGS. 24 and 25 are embodiments to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrate examples of an
intra prediction for a non-square block.
[0249] If a width of a block is greater than a height thereof as illustrated in FIG. 24, in general, reference samples
located on the upper side are closer to locations within the block to be predicted than reference samples located on the
left. Accordingly, prediction performed in a bottom-left direction may be more accurate than prediction performed in a
top-right direction. On the contrary, as illustrated in FIG. 25, if a height of a block is greater than a width thereof, in
general, left reference samples are closer to locations within the block to be predicted than upper reference samples.
Accordingly, prediction performed in a top-right direction may be more accurate than prediction performed in a bottom-
left direction. Accordingly, transforming the index of the aforementioned intra prediction mode may be more advanta-
geous. Intra prediction modes, that is, a target for a transform, may be summarized as in Table 4 and Table 5 with
respect to the 35 mode and the 67 mode.

[0250] Table 4 illustrates intra prediction modes to be transformed in the 35 mode configuration, and Table 5 illustrates
intra prediction modes to be transformed in the 67 mode configuration. In Table 4 and Table 5, W indicates the width of
a transform block, and H is the height of the transform block.
[0251] In an embodiment, the index of a wide angle intra prediction mode is coded before an index transform. That
is, in the 67 mode configuration, although the No. 2 intra prediction mode is transformed in to the No. 67 intra prediction
mode, 2, that is, an index of a previous mode, is coded.
[0252] FIG. 26 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of an order in
which pixels are arranged when a two-dimensional block is changed into a one-dimensional vector, wherein FIG. 26a
illustrates an example of a row-first order, and FIG. 26b illustrates an example of a column-first order.
[0253] As described above, if a wide angle intra prediction mode is applied, as illustrated in FIG. 22, a direction
corresponding to the wide angle intra prediction mode is added in the existing an intra prediction. Prediction modes
added on the lower side are represented as ML1 to MLN, and prediction modes added on the upper side are represented
as ML1 to MLN. For example, a mode closest to the No. 2 mode is ML1, and indices (1 to N) corresponding to respective
prediction modes in the lower direction are increased (prediction mode values ML1 to MLN are decreased), and the

[Table 4]

Condition Replaced intra prediction modes

W / H == 2 Modes 2, 3, 4

W / H > 2 Modes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

W / H == 1 None

H / W == 1/2 Modes 32, 33, 34

H / W < 1/2 Modes 30, 31, 32, 33, 34

[Table 5]

Condition Replaced intra prediction modes

W / H == 2 Modes 2,3,4,5,6,7

W / H > 2 Modes 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

W / H == 1 None

H / W == 1/2 Modes 61,62,63,64,65,66

H / W < 1/2 Mode 57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66
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lowest mode is represented as MLN. With respect to the 35 mode and the 67 mode, modes closest to the Nos. 34 and
66 are represented as MT1, indices (1 to M) are increased to the right, and the rightmost mode is represented as MTM.
[0254] With respect to the modes ML1 to MLN and ML1 to MLM, a secondary transform set may be mapped as illustrated
in FIG. 12. In FIG. 12, the same secondary transform set is applied with respect to a directional mode pair (e.g., Nos.
32 and 36) which is symmetrical to a diagonal direction (the No. 34 mode in the 67 mode configuration, and the No. 18
mode in the 35 mode configuration). The same or similar method may be applied to ML1 to MLN and MT1 to MTM, that
is, wide angle intra prediction modes. For example, if M=N and MLa and MTa are symmetrical to each other with respect
to the diagonal direction (a=1, ..., N), the same transform set may be applied to MLa and MTa.
[0255] In this case, with respect to the MTa mode, after two-dimensional input data is first transposed, a secondary
transform is applied to MLa. That is, as illustrated in FIGS. 26a and 26b, if a transform is applied to MLa after the two-
dimensional input data is transformed into one-dimensional input data by reading the two-dimensional input data in a
row-first (or column-first) direction, the same transform as that of MLa is applied to MTa after input data is transformed
into one-dimensional data by reading the input data in the column-first (or row-first) direction. A number indicated in
each location in FIGS. 26a and 26b indicates an index for indicating a pixel location not a pixel value.
[0256] FIG. 27 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping
table between 35 transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 27a illustrates an example of a case where
a transform set is symmetrically assigned to each wide angle mode, FIG. 27b illustrates an example of a case where a
No. 2 transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes, and FIG. 27c illustrates an example of a case where the same
additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
[0257] In FIG. 27a, the same transform set indices as those of FIG. 12 may be assigned to Nos. 0 to 66 modes.
Different indices of additional transform sets may be assigned to mode pairs corresponding to wide angle modes (wherein
the mode pair corresponds to (MLa, MTa), a=1, 2, ..., 10), respectively.
[0258] Furthermore, as illustrated in FIG. 27b, a transform set index No. 2 index may be reused for additional wide
angle modes. As in FIG. 27c, a separate transform set index No. 35 may be assigned to additional wide angle modes.
[0259] FIG. 28 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping
table between 10 transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 28a illustrates an example of a case where
a No. 2 transform set is assigned to each wide angle mode, and FIG. 28b illustrates an example of a case where the
same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
[0260] 10 transform sets may be mapped to Nos. 0 to 66 intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIGS. 28a and 28b.
An index shown in FIGS. 28a and 28b is for distinguishing between transform sets. The same index as that of FIGS.
27a to 27c may correspond to the same transform set and may correspond to a different transform set.
[0261] A No. 2 transform set may be reused for additional wide angle intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIG. 28a,
and a No. 35 transform set may be assigned as a separate transform set as illustrated in FIG. 28b.
[0262] FIG. 29 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping
table between six transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 29a illustrates an example of a case where
a No. 2 transform set is assigned to each wide angle mode, and FIG. 29b illustrates an example of a case where the
same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
[0263] Six transform sets may be mapped to Nos. 0 to 66 intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIGS. 29a and 29b.
Indices shown in FIGS. 29a and 29b are for distinguishing between transform sets. The same indices as those of FIGS.
27a to 28b may correspond to the same transform sets or the indices may correspond to different transform sets.
[0264] The No. 2 transform set may be reused for additional wide angle intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIG.
29a, and a No. 35 transform set may be assigned to additional wide angle intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIG. 29b.
[0265] FIG. 30 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a mapping
table between four transform sets and an intra prediction mode, wherein FIG. 30a illustrates an example of a case where
a No. 2 transform set is assigned to each wide angle mode, and FIG. 30b illustrates an example of a case where the
same additional transform set is assigned to all wide angle modes.
[0266] Four transform sets may be mapped to Nos. 0 to 66 intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIGS. 30a and 30b.
Indices shown in FIGS. 30a and 30b are for distinguishing between transform sets. The same indices as those of FIGS.
27a to 28b may correspond to the same transform sets or the indices may correspond to different transform sets.
[0267] The No. 2 transform set may be reused for additional wide angle intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIG.
30a, and a No. 35 transform set may be assigned to additional wide angle intra prediction modes as illustrated in FIG. 30b.
[0268] That is, as illustrated in FIG. 30a, when a modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 0 and
smaller than or equal to 1 due to the application of a wide angle intra prediction mode, the index of a non-separable
secondary transform set may be determined as a first index value 0. When the modified intra prediction mode is greater
than or equal to 2 and smaller than or equal to 12, the index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be
determined as a second index value 2. When the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 13 and
smaller than or equal to 23, the index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be determined as a third index
value 18. When the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 24 and smaller than or equal to 44, the
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index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be determined as a fourth index value 34. When the modified
intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 45 and smaller than or equal to 55, the index of the non-separable
secondary transform set may be determined as the third index value 18. When the modified intra prediction mode is
greater than or equal to 56, the index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be determined as the second
index value 2. When the modified intra prediction mode is smaller than 0, the index of the non-separable secondary
transform set may be determined as the second index value 2.
[0269] FIG. 31 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a flowchart
in which the encoder performs a transform by considering wide angle intra prediction (WAIP). FIG. 31 illustrates an
example of an operation by the encoder 100. FIG. 31 illustrates an example of a secondary transform step performed
prior to a quantization step after a prediction step and a primary transform step on the basis of the encoder 100.
[0270] The encoder 100 may determine an intra prediction mode by considering WAIP (S3110). According to an
embodiment of the present disclosure, as illustrated in FIG. 24 or 25, in order to generate a more accurate prediction
sample for a non-square prediction unit, WAIP may be applied. If WAIP is applied, as in Tables 2 to 5, a modified intra
prediction mode may be used instead of a specific intra prediction mode.
[0271] Furthermore, the encoder 100 codes an index corresponding to an applied intra prediction mode (S1350). In
this case, the encoder 100 may code the original intra prediction mode prior to the change of the index. For example,
in the 67 mode configuration, although a No. 2 intra prediction mode is transformed into a No. 67 intra prediction mode,
2, that is, the index of a previous intra prediction mode, is coded.
[0272] The encoder 100 determines a secondary transform set using a pre-configured map (S3120). In this case, the
pre-configured map may be the index mapping table shown in FIGS. 27a to 30b.
[0273] Thereafter, the encoder 100 may select the best secondary transform through a rate-distortion cost comparison
after a primary transform is applied (S3130), and may code an index for the selected secondary transform (S3140).
According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, the secondary transform may be a non-separable transform
applied to a top left region (low frequency domain) of a transform block after the primary transform is applied. With
respect to the transform block to which the secondary transform has been applied, the encoder 100 may output a bit
stream through quantization and entropy coding. The encoder 100 may apply the primary transform to a transform block
from which prediction samples have been excluded from a coding unit prior to the secondary transform. In this case,
the primary transform may correspond to a separable transform for a row direction and column direction.
[0274] FIG. 32 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a flowchart
in which the decoder performs a transform by considering WAIP. FIG. 32 illustrates an example of an operation by the
decoder 200. FIG. 32 illustrates an example of an inverse secondary transform step performed prior to an inverse primary
transform step after an inverse quantization step on the basis of the decoder 200.
[0275] The decoder 200 parses, from an image signal, the index of an intra prediction mode for a transform block on
which entropy decoding and inverse quantization have been performed (S3210). Furthermore, the decoder 200 parses
the index of a secondary transform from a bit stream related to the image signal. In this case, the index of the intra
prediction mode and the index of the secondary transform, together with the image signal, may be transmitted by the
encoder 100.
[0276] The decoder 200 determines an intra prediction mode by considering WAIP (S3220). According to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure, as illustrated in FIG. 24 or 25, WAIP may be applied in order to generate a more accurate
prediction sample for a non-square prediction unit. If WAIP is applied, as in Tables 2 to 5, a modified intra prediction
mode may be used instead of a specific intra prediction mode. Furthermore, the index of the intra prediction mode
received from the encoder 100 may be the original index of the intra prediction mode prior to a change, not an index
changed by the application of WAIP. In this case, the decoder 200 may determine the index of a modified intra prediction
mode after a transform is performed on the original index with reference to Tables 2 to 5.
[0277] The decoder 200 selects a secondary transform set from a predetermined map (S3230). In this case, the pre-
configured map may be the index mapping table shown in FIGS. 27a to 30b.
[0278] The decoder 200 selects a secondary transform from the selected secondary transform set (S3240), and applies
an inverse secondary transform to a transform block (S3250). In this case, the secondary transform may be a non-
separable transform applied to a top left region (low frequency domain) of the transform block after the primary transform
is applied. Thereafter, the decoder 200 may generate a residual sample by applying an inverse primary transform to the
transform block to which the inverse secondary transform has been applied. In this case, the inverse primary transform
may correspond to a separable transform in a row direction and column direction.
[0279] FIG. 33 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates another example of a
flowchart in which the decoder performs a transform by considering WAIP.
[0280] A method of decoding an image signal according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may include the
step S3310 of determining a modified intra prediction mode of a current block having a different width and height from
an intra prediction mode based on a ratio between the width and height of the current block and an intra prediction mode,
the step S3320 of determining an inverse non-separable transform set based on the modified intra prediction mode, and
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the step S3330 of applying an inverse non-separable transform matrix, selected from the inverse non-separable transform
set, to a top-left region of the current block determined based on the width and height of the current block.
[0281] More specifically, first, the decoder 200 may generate a block (current block) composed of coefficients of a
frequency domain through entropy decoding and inverse quantization with respect to a bit stream of an image signal
generated by the encoder 100.
[0282] In step S3310, if the current block is a non-square (the width and height of the current block are different), the
decoder 200 may determine a modified intra prediction mode by considering a condition for the width and height of the
current block and a condition for the range of a coded intra prediction mode. A transform between the index of the coded
intra prediction mode and the modified intra prediction mode may be configured like Tables 2 to 4.
[0283] For example, in Table 3, that is, in (a) and (b) of Table 3, when the width of a transform block is greater than
the height thereof, and an intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than a first reference value,
a value obtained by adding 65 to the intra prediction mode is determined as a modified intra prediction mode. In this
case, when a ratio of the width of the current block divided by a height thereof is smaller than or equal to 2, the first
reference value is set to 8 (the case (a)). When the ratio of the width of the transform block divided by the height is
greater than 2, the first reference value may be set to 12 (the case (b)). Furthermore, in (c) and (d) of Table 3, when the
width of the transform block is smaller than the height thereof, and the intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to
a second reference value and is smaller than or equal to 66, a value obtained by subtracting 67 from the intra prediction
mode is determined as the modified intra prediction mode. In this case, when the ratio of the height of the transform
block divided by the width is smaller than or equal to 2, the second reference value may be set to 61 (the case (c)).
When the ratio of the width of the transform block divided by the height is greater than 2, the second reference value
may be set to 57 (the case (d)).
[0284] In step S3320, the decoder 200 determines an inverse non-separable transform set based on the modified
intra prediction mode. According to an embodiment of the present disclosure, the decoder 200 may determine the index
of a low frequency non-separable transform matrix set corresponding to the modified intra prediction mode. Mapping
between the index of the modified intra prediction mode and the inverse non-separable transform may be configured as
illustrated in FIGS. 27a to 30b by considering WAIP.
[0285] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 30a, when a modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 0 and
smaller than or equal to 1 due to the application of a wide angle intra prediction mode, the index of a non-separable
secondary transform set may be determined as a first index value 0. When the modified intra prediction mode is greater
than or equal to 2 and smaller than or equal to 12, the index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be
determined as a second index value 2. When the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 13 and
smaller than or equal to 23, the index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be determined as a third index
value 18. When the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 24 and smaller than or equal to 44, the
index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be determined as a fourth index value 34. When the modified
intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 45 and smaller than or equal to 55, the index of the non-separable
secondary transform set may be determined as the third index value 18. When the modified intra prediction mode is
greater than or equal to 56, the index of the non-separable secondary transform set may be determined as the second
index value 2. When the modified intra prediction mode is smaller than 0, the index of the non-separable secondary
transform set may be determined as the second index value 2.
[0286] In step S3330, the decoder 200 may apply, to the current block, an inverse non-separable transform matrix
selected from the inverse non-separable transform set determined in step S3320. For example, the decoder 200 may
apply, to the current block, an inverse non-separable transform matrix designated by an index from the inverse non-
separable transform set determined in step S3320. Thereafter, the decoder 200 may generate a residual signal or a
residual block by applying an additional transform (or an inverse primary transform).
[0287] FIG. 34 is an embodiment to which the present disclosure is applied, and illustrates an example of a block
diagram of an image processing apparatus. The image processing apparatus may correspond to the decoding apparatus
or the encoding apparatus.
[0288] The image processing apparatus 3400 that processes an image signal includes a memory 3420 that stores an
image signal and a processor 3410 coupled to the memory and processing an image signal.
[0289] The processor 3410 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may be composed of at least one
processing circuit for the processing of an image signal, and may process an image signal by executing instructions for
encoding or decoding the image signal. That is, the processor 3410 may encode the original image data or decode an
encoded image signal by executing the aforementioned encoding or decoding methods.
[0290] FIG. 35 illustrates an example of an image coding system in an embodiment to which the present disclosure
is applied.
[0291] The image coding system may include a source device and a receiving device. The source device may transmit
an encoding video/image information or data to the receiving device in a file or streaming form through a digital storage
medium or over a network.
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[0292] The source device may include an image source, an encoding apparatus, and a transmitter. The receiving
device may include a receiver, a decoding apparatus, and a renderer. The encoding apparatus may be called a vid-
eo/image encoding apparatus, and the decoding apparatus may be called a video/image decoding apparatus. The
transmitter may be included in the encoding apparatus. The receiver may be included in the decoding apparatus. The
renderer may include a display, and the display may be implemented as a separate device or an external component.
[0293] The image source may acquire a video/image through a capturing, synthesizing, or generating process of the
video/image. The image source may include a video/image capture device and/or a video/image generation device. The
video/image capture device may include, for example, one or more cameras, video/image archives including previously
captured video/images, and the like. The video/image generation device may include, for example, a computer, a tablet,
and a smart phone and may (electronically) generate the video/image. For example, a virtual video/image may be
generated by the computer, etc., and in this case, the video/image capturing process may be replaced by a process of
generating related data.
[0294] The encoding apparatus may encode an input video/image. The encoding apparatus may perform a series of
procedures including prediction, transform, quantization, and the like for compression and coding efficiency. The encoded
data (encoded video/image information) may be output in the bit stream form.
[0295] The transmitter may transfer the encoded video/image information or data output in the bit stream to the receiver
of the receiving device through the digital storage medium or network in the file or streaming form. The digital storage
medium may include various storage media such as USB, SD, CD, DVD, Blu-ray, HDD, SSD, and the like. The transmitter
may include an element for generating a media file through a predetermined file format and may include an element for
transmission through a broadcast/communication network. The receiver may extract the bit stream and transfer the
extracted bit stream to the decoding apparatus.
[0296] The decoding apparatus may perform a series of procedures including dequantization, inverse transform,
prediction, etc., corresponding to an operation of the encoding apparatus to decode the video/image.
[0297] The renderer may render the decoded video/image. The rendered video/image may be displayed by the display.
[0298] FIG. 36 illustrates an example of an image streaming system as an embodiment to which the present disclosure
is applied.
[0299] Referring to FIG. 36, the content streaming system to which the present disclosure is applied may basically
include an encoding server, a streaming server, a web server, a media storage, a user equipment and a multimedia
input device.
[0300] The encoding server basically functions to generate a bit stream by compressing content input from multimedia
input devices, such as a smartphone, a camera or a camcorder, into digital data, and to transmit the bit stream to the
streaming server. For another example, if multimedia input devices, such as a smartphone, a camera or a camcorder,
directly generate a bit stream, the encoding server may be omitted.
[0301] The bit stream may be generated by an encoding method or bit stream generation method to which the present
disclosure is applied. The streaming server may temporally store a bit stream in a process of transmitting or receiving
the bit stream.
[0302] The streaming server transmits multimedia data to the user equipment based on a user request through the
web server. The web server plays a role as a medium to notify a user that which service is provided. When a user
requests a desired service from the web server, the web server transmits the request to the streaming server. The
streaming server transmits multimedia data to the user. In this case, the content streaming system may include a separate
control server. In this case, the control server functions to control an instruction/response between the apparatuses
within the content streaming system.
[0303] The streaming server may receive content from the media storage and/or the encoding server. For example,
if content is received from the encoding server, the streaming server may receive the content in real time. In this case,
in order to provide smooth streaming service, the streaming server may store a bit stream for a given time.
[0304] Examples of the user equipment may include a mobile phone, a smart phone, a laptop computer, a terminal
for digital broadcasting, personal digital assistants (PDA), a portable multimedia player (PMP), a navigator, a slate PC,
a tablet PC, an ultrabook, a wearable device (e.g., a watch type terminal (smartwatch), a glass type terminal (smart
glass), and a head mounted display (HMD)), digital TV, a desktop computer, and a digital signage.
[0305] The servers within the content streaming system may operate as distributed servers. In this case, data received
from the servers may be distributed and processed.
[0306] The embodiments described in the present disclosure may be implemented and performed on a processor, a
microprocessor, a controller, or a chip. For example, functional units illustrated in each drawing may be implemented
and performed on a computer, the processor, the microprocessor, the controller, or the chip.
[0307] In addition, the decoder and the encoder to which the present disclosure may be included in a multimedia
broadcasting transmitting and receiving device, a mobile communication terminal, a home cinema video device, a digital
cinema video device, a surveillance camera, an image chat device, a real time communication device such as image
communication, a mobile streaming device, storage media, a camcorder, an image on demand (VoD) service providing
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device, an OTT (Over the top) image device, an Internet streaming service providing devices, a three-dimensional (3D)
image device, an image telephone image device, a transportation means terminal (e.g., a vehicle terminal, an airplane
terminal, a ship terminal, etc.), and a medical image device, etc., and may be used to process an image signal or a data
signal. For example, the OTT image device may include a game console, a Blu-ray player, an Internet access TV, a
home theater system, a smartphone, a tablet PC, a digital image recorder (DVR), and the like.
[0308] In addition, a processing method to which the present disclosure is applied may be produced in the form of a
program executed by the computer, and may be stored in a computer-readable recording medium. Multimedia data
having a data structure according to the present disclosure may also be stored in the computer-readable recording
medium. The computer-readable recording medium includes all types of storage devices and distribution storage devices
storing computer-readable data. The computer-readable recording medium may include, for example, a Blu-ray disc
(BD), a universal serial bus (USB), a ROM, a PROM, an EPROM, an EEPROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape,
a floppy disk, and an optical data storage device. Further, the computer-readable recording medium includes media
implemented in the form of a carrier wave (e.g., transmission over the Internet). Further, the bit stream generated by
the encoding method may be stored in the computer-readable recording medium or transmitted through a wired/wireless
communication network.
[0309] In addition, the embodiment of the present disclosure may be implemented as a computer program product by
a program code, which may be performed on the computer by the embodiment of the present disclosure. The program
code may be stored on a computer-readable carrier.
[0310] As described above, the embodiments described in the present disclosure may be implemented and performed
on a processor, a microprocessor, a controller or a chip. For example, the function units illustrated in the drawings may
be implemented and performed on a computer, a processor, a microprocessor, a controller or a chip.
[0311] Furthermore, the decoder and the encoder to which the present disclosure is applied may be included in a
multimedia broadcasting transmission and reception device, a mobile communication terminal, a home cinema video
device, a digital cinema video device, a camera for monitoring, an image dialogue device, a real-time communication
device such as image communication, a mobile streaming device, a storage medium, a camcorder, an image on-demand
(VoD) service provision device, an over the top (OTT) image device, an Internet streaming service provision device, a
three-dimensional (3D) image device, an image telephony device, and a medical image device, and may be used to
process an image signal or a data signal. For example, the OTT image device may include a game console, a Blu-ray
player, Internet access TV, a home theater system, a smartphone, a tablet PC, and a digital image recorder (DVR).
[0312] Furthermore, the processing method to which the present disclosure is applied may be produced in the form
of a program executed by a computer, and may be stored in a computer-readable recording medium. Multimedia data
having a data structure according to the present disclosure may also be stored in a computer-readable recording medium.
The computer-readable recording medium includes all types of storage devices in which computer-readable data is
stored. The computer-readable recording medium may include a bluray disk (BD), a universal serial bus (USB), a ROM,
a PROM, an EPROM, an EEPROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disk, and an optical data storage
device, for example. Furthermore, the computer-readable recording medium includes media implemented in the form
of carriers (e.g., transmission through the Internet). Furthermore, a bit stream generated using an encoding method may
be stored in a computer-readable recording medium or may be transmitted over wired and wireless communication
networks.
[0313] Furthermore, an embodiment of the present disclosure may be implemented as a computer program product
using program code. The program code may be performed by a computer according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure. The program code may be stored on a carrier readable by a computer.
[0314] The embodiments described above are implemented by combinations of components and features of the
present disclosure in predetermined forms. Each component or feature should be considered selectively unless specified
separately. Each component or feature may be carried out without being combined with another component or feature.
Moreover, some components and/or features are combined with each other and may implement embodiments of the
present disclosure. The order of operations described in embodiments of the present disclosure may be changed. Some
components or features of one embodiment may be included in another embodiment, or may be replaced by corre-
sponding components or features of another embodiment. It is apparent that some claims referring to specific claims
may be combined with another claims referring to the claims other than the specific claims to constitute an embodiment
or add new claims by means of amendment after the application is filed.
[0315] Embodiments of the present disclosure may be implemented by various means, for example, hardware,
firmware, software, or combinations thereof. When embodiments are implemented by hardware, one embodiment of
the present disclosure may be implemented by one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal
processors (DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), processors, controllers, microcontrollers, microprocessors, and the like.
[0316] When embodiments are implemented by firmware or software, one embodiment of the present disclosure may
be implemented by modules, procedures, functions, etc. performing functions or operations described above. Software
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code may be stored in a memory and may be driven by a processor. The memory is provided inside or outside the
processor and may exchange data with the processor by various well-known means.
[0317] It is apparent to those skilled in the art that the present disclosure may be embodied in other specific forms
without departing from essential features of the present disclosure. Accordingly, the aforementioned detailed description
should not be construed as limiting in all aspects and should be considered as illustrative. The scope of the present
disclosure should be determined by rational interpretation of the appended claims, and all modifications within an equiv-
alent scope of the present disclosure are included in the scope of the present disclosure.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0318] The aforementioned preferred embodiments of the present disclosure have been disclosed for illustrative pur-
poses, and those skilled in the art may improve, change, substitute, or add various other embodiments without departing
from the technical spirit and scope of the present disclosure disclosed in the attached claims.

Claims

1. A method for decoding an image signal, comprising:

determining a modified intra prediction mode of a current block having a different width and height from an intra
prediction mode, based on a ratio between the width and height of the current block and the intra prediction mode;
determining an inverse non-separable transform set based on the modified intra prediction mode; and
applying an inverse non-separable transform matrix, selected from the inverse non-separable transform set, to
a top-left region of the current block determined based on the width and height of the current block.

2. The method of claim 1,
wherein determining the modified intra prediction mode comprises determining, as the modified intra prediction
mode, a value obtained by adding 65 to the intra prediction mode when the width is greater than the height, and the
intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and is smaller than a first reference value.

3. The method of claim 2,
wherein when a ratio of the width divided by the height is smaller than or equal to 2, the first reference value is set
to 8, and
wherein when the ratio of the width divided by the height is greater than 2, the first reference value is set to 12.

4. The method of claim 1,
wherein determining the modified intra prediction mode comprises determining, as the modified intra prediction
mode, a value obtained by subtracting 67 from the intra prediction mode when the width is smaller than the height,
and the intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to a second reference value and is smaller than or equal to 66.

5. The method of claim 4,
wherein when the ratio is smaller than or equal to 2, the second reference value is set to 61, and
wherein when the ratio is greater than 2, the second reference value is set to 57.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the inverse non-separable transform set comprises determining an
index of the inverse non-separable transform set corresponding to the modified intra prediction mode.

7. The method of claim 6,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 0 and smaller than or equal to 1, the
index is determined as a first index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and smaller than or equal to 12, the
index is determined as a second index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 13 and smaller than or equal to 23, the
index is determined as a third index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 24 and smaller than or equal to 44, the
index is determined as a fourth index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 45 and smaller than or equal to 55, the
index is determined as the third index value,
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wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 56, the index is determined as the
second index value, and
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is smaller than 0, the index is determined as the second index value.

8. An apparatus for decoding an image signal, comprising:

a memory storing the image signal; and
a processor coupled to the memory and configured to process the image signal,
wherein the processor is configured to:

determine a modified intra prediction mode of a current block having a different width and height based on
a ratio between the width and height of the current block and an intra prediction mode;
determine an inverse non-separable transform set based on the modified intra prediction mode; and
apply an inverse non-separable transform matrix, selected from the inverse non-separable transform set,
to a top-left region of the current block determined based on the width and height of the current block.

9. The apparatus of claim 8,
wherein the processor is configured to determine, as the modified intra prediction mode, a value obtained by adding
65 to the intra prediction mode when the width is greater than the height and the intra prediction mode is greater
than or equal to 2 and is smaller than a first reference value.

10. The apparatus of claim 9,
wherein when the ratio is smaller than or equal to 2, the first reference value is set to 8, and
wherein when the ratio is greater than 2, the first reference value is set to 12.

11. The apparatus of claim 8,
wherein the processor is configured to determine, as the modified intra prediction mode, a value obtained by sub-
tracting 67 from the intra prediction mode when the width is smaller than the height, and the intra prediction mode
is greater than or equal to a second reference value and is smaller than or equal to 66.

12. The apparatus of claim 11,
wherein when a ratio of the height of the current block divided by the width is smaller than or equal to 2, the second
reference value is set to 61, and
wherein when the ratio of the height of the current block divided by the width is greater than 2, the second reference
value is set to 57.

13. The apparatus of claim 8,
wherein the processor is configured to determine an index of the inverse non-separable transform set corresponding
to the modified intra prediction mode.

14. The apparatus of claim 13
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 0 and smaller than or equal to 1, the
index is determined as a first index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 2 and smaller than or equal to 12, the
index is determined as a second index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 13 and smaller than or equal to 23, the
index is determined as a third index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 24 and smaller than or equal to 44, the
index is determined as a fourth index value,
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 45 and smaller than or equal to 55, the
index is determined as the third index value, and
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is greater than or equal to 56, the index is determined as the
second index value, and
wherein when the modified intra prediction mode is smaller than 0, the index is determined as the second index value.
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